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BIOGRAPHY

Marina Lutz (*1988) was born in the Romansh speaking area of Graubünden in the 
Swiss Alps. She graduated with a Bachelor in “Illustration Fiction” from the University 
of Lucerne – Art and Design in 2012. Since 2009 she has been working as a painter, 
illustrator and cartoonist. She is co-founder of the international artist run gallery 
a-space. Marina Lutz lives and works in Lucerne.

«Marina Lutz’s paintings are authentic and catchy. She uses strong colours to put down 

things she has seen or experienced onto canvas, paper or wood. Her inspiration comes 

from the environment she lives in and from her daily thoughts. Because of her cultural 

background from the Alp region in the Swiss canton of Graubünden there are traditional 

influences in her art. By making subtle artistic changes she transforms common motivs from 

daily situations into absurd scenes.»

Text: © Michael Sutter, August 2015, Michael Sutter (*1988) is an art historian, free lance journalist, art 

critic and manager of the art space “Kunsthalle Luzern”. www.m-sutter.ch
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COLLABORATIVE WORK

a-space

a-space is an artist-run gallery and artist collective that supports aspiring new artists 
from around the world. Our platform enables artists to participate in international art 
fairs, solo- and group exhibitions in Switzerland and abroad and furthermore be a vital 
part of the gallery and it’s network. We at a-space believe in trustworthy partnership.
We try to convey artists help and support in a variety of practical ways and embed 
them in our network.

History

a-space was founded by artist Roy Hofer in 2012 and is now co-lead by Marina Lutz. 
We are a loose group of around 30 artists which is constantly growing and welcoming 
new talented artists.

Collabs

a-space collaborates not only with artists but also with other artist run galleries such as  
Paper Gallery from Manchester UK or the artist collective Flatterschaft in Basel. 

Vision

Our vision is to create a vivid space of sharing and collaborating. Especially in times 
where the ego is put in the centre and valuable connections, experiences and advices 
are kept in secret instead of being passed on to eachother. 

Art fairs:

- Room Art Fair Madrid
- Art Bologna
- Art Warsaw
- Art Copenhagen
- Kölner Liste
- Art Budapest 
- Art Edition Seoul
- Crossing Border
- Cutlog NYC

Collaborations:

- Paper Gallery, Manchester, UK
- Flatterschaft, Basel, CH

Our website is currently under construction

Exhibitions within Switzerland

- group exhibition with Paper Gallery in 
  Lucerne (CH) and Manchester (UK)
- group exhibition with Flatterschaft in Lucerne and 
  Basel (CH)
- a series of exhibitions called “Art and dine” in a
  restaurant in Basel
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CV 

 
Education

- Bachelor in “Illustration Fiction”, University of Lucerne – Art & design
- Art pre course, University of Lucerne – Art & Design
- Exchange year at TYK, Tampere (Finland)

 Solo exhibitions

2015    Forum Zugerland, Migros Kulturprozent, Steinhausen

Art fairs

2016    International Art Fair Warsaw (PL)*
2016    Room Art Fair, Madrid (SP)*
2016    Set Up Art Fair, Bologna (IT)*
2015    Art Market Budapest (HUN)
2015    Art Copenhagen (DNK)

Group exhibitions

2016    a-space in colab. with Paper Gallery, Leo 15, Luzern (CH)*
2016    a-space in colab. with Paper Gallery, Manchester (UK)*
2016    Kunst Aheu, Luzern (CH)*
2015    #1 There Will Be Art, space7, Luzern (CH)
2014    Frisco, Atelier Alpina, Tartar (CH)
2014    Jungkunst, Winterthur (CH)
2014    KUNSTpause, Shedhalle Zug (CH)
2013    Concours int. d’Illustration Crans-Montana (CH)
2013    elephant house - sic! Raum für Kunst (CH)
2012    KUNSTpause Zug (CH)
2012    Werkschau Design & Kunst, University of Luzern (CH)
2011     Leo 15, Luzern (CH)
 2010    Leo 15, Luzern (CH)
 
Public places / institutions

2015    Hotel Intercontinental, Studio Grigio, Davos
2013    Art bought by Raiffeisen Bank Surselva, Ilanz (CH)
2011     Art bought by Blutspendezentrum Luzern (CH)

Art festivals

 2016    Gezeichnet, Die besten Schweizer Pressezeichnungen, Bern (CH)*
2015    Downtown Redlands Art Walk, California (USA)
2014    Kunst-Tage, Lichtensteig (CH)
2014    Gezeichnet, Die besten Schweizer Pressezeichnungen, Bern (CH)
2014    FUMETTO Int. Comix Festival, satellite exhibiton, Lucerne
2013    FUMETTO Int. Comix Festival, satellite exhibiton, Lucerne
2012    FUMETTO Int. Comix Festival, satellite exhibito, Lucerne
2011     BD-FIL – festival international de Lausanne (CH)
2011     Dis da Litteratura, Domat (CH)

Awards

2012    Art bought by Raiffeisen bank, Ilanz
2014    2nd prize at FUMETTO int. drawing duel, Lucerne
2013    2nd prize at int. illustration competition, Apach Academy,
            Crans-Montana

Artist residencies

2015    Palm Springs, California (USA)
2011     Moray Art Centre, Findhorn, Scotland (GB)

Commission works (selection)

-     CD designs for various international musicians
      (The Led Farmers, Trio Elatha, The New Emperors...)
-     artwork for openeye festival Oberlunkhofen 2009-2011
-     artwork for upcoming film makers festival Lucerne
-     weekly political cartoon for the newspaper Bündner Tagblatt
-     live drawing cartoons for RTR Romansh TV

Press / Reviews

All articles, radio interviews and TV documentary here.
 

* upcoming
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MOUNTAINS

(Work in progress)

These majestic rock formations represent pure force of nature. At the same time they 
can be seen as huge walls or barriers that isolate us from our neighbours and block 
our view into the distance. We build streets on them, make tunnels in them, use their 
water for drinking and electricity, build cable cars so we can go skiing on them. But 
the mountains are indifferent. They have been here long before us and they will still be 
here after we have long gone. They are the silent observers of our earthly struggle.

Acrylic on canvas, 2015
80 x 60 cm
140 x 120 cm

Mapped here:
Alpsu 1
Alpsu 2
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PIXEL PAINTINGS

Marina Lutz’s Pixel Paintings are a series of portraits from luminaries of art history, 
such as Frida Kahlo, Vincent van Gogh or Leonardo da Vinci. The historical portraits 
are reduced to single colour panels. The artist examines the colour components of the 
portraits in order to summarise them into pixels. Using acrylic colours on wood she 
creates abstract surfaces that recall a vage memory of the displayed persons. “Famous 
art pieces have often become digital phantoms. Everyone feels like they “know” these 
images. But they are just staring at pixels on a screen. The physical character and the 
magical aura of an original painting are missing.“ comments Marina Lutz regarding 
her artistic intension. By reproducing the reduced pixel structure the artist reanimates 
real artistic hand crafting. It’s a reference to the slow and elaborate art of painting. 
This series is Lutz’s statement against the growing speed in which we create, consume 
and digitalise art.

Using the same technique Marina Lutz alienates the Swiss bank notes. The cubist pixel 
portraits of Le Corbusier, Arthur Honegger, Sophie Taeuber-Art, Alberto Giacometti, 
Charles Ferninand Ramuz and Jacob Burckhardt were bought and displayed by the 
Swiss bank Raiffeisen Surselva in Ilanz.

All paintings acrylic on wood, 2015
around 30 x 40 cm

Mapped here:
Mona Lisa
Van Gogh
One hundred Franks
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CALIFORNIA

This series was created during my 4-week stay in southern California. The paintings 
were made ‘en plain air’, out in the landscape without using photos as a reference. 
Dealing with the changing light, the hot temperatures and strong wind of the 
desertforces the artist to be very fast and focus on the main impression. These classical 
landscapes combine human architecture with wild nature. The architecture i chose 
for the series is non-glamorous. It’s the little things that people don’t really look at, 
because they’re simply there; like a gas station, a toilet house or an electricity pole. 

8 paintings, around 30 x 23 cm
Acrylic on canvas on cardboard, 2015

Mapped here:
Gas Station
Yucaipa
Prospect Park
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TARTAR

The main focus of her examination for the series Tartar is the married couple 
Barandun from the isolated village of Tartar in the mountain region of Graubünden 
in the Swiss Alps. The artist has never actually met the portrayed people. Using old 
photographs from the family album Marina Lutz rebuilds novel sceneries and therefore 
locates them into the presence. The family portraits that derive from the 1960’s show 
in their composition a clearly defined role allocation between man and woman. 
By using abstract landscapes  – which are build up as colour surfaces – and diverse 
painting techniques the artist deconstructs the strict formal order of photography. She 
creates a view of the world that is furnished with surreal elements. Marina Lutz keeps 
the identity of the portrayed people secret by simply leaving out all facial details and 
by lifting the heads away from their bodies.

 
Acrylic on canvas, 2014
280 x 140 cm, 100 x 120 cm, 120 x 100 cm

Mapped here:
La basatta
Il basat
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SIEMIS

In the Siemis series Marina Lutz alienates daily motives to high-contrast acrylic 
paintings that have a surrealistic appearance. The motives are created by using pictures 
from the internet or print media as a reference or starting point. Marina Lutz’ willful 
interpretations of these motives are distinguished by the consequent use of figurative 
painting. By using lusciuous primary colours the artist creates a series of paintings that 
mirrors the world of her thoughts and dreams. The main settings suggest a carefree 
world that partly gets destructed by surreal elements. It can be a water jet that spills 
over a wall in an unnatural way or an assumed light beam from the eye of a cow. 
Marina Lutz’ paintings represent an ambivalent relationship between daily beauty, 
irony and sobriety.

8 paintings, 60 x 80 cm
Acrylic on canvas, 2015

Mapped here:
Vacca Sontga
Nas
Al Salami
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DREAMS FOR CUBISTS

As an extension to her painted work Marina Lutz created these small wooden objects. 
Marina Lutz’ motives refer to her Siemis paintings. In a similar way to her Pixel 
Paintings she abstracts her motives into cubist objects. She translates the figures and 
architecture from the two dimensional canvas image into a three dimensional wooden 
object.

5 objects, wood and acrylic, 2015
around 22x10x3 cm
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FINDHORN BEACH

During an artist residency in the Moray Art Centre in the Scottish Highlands in 2011 
Marina Lutz created a 12 piece series of small sized acrylic paintings. On her daily 
walks the artist discovered the rough landscapes and straight lined architecture as 
a motive for her paintings. Influenced by the local weather and its atmospheres she 
paints her impressions on the squared cardboards. With an ironic and sober view 
Marina Lutz creates surreal image compositions. As a recurrent element the artist uses 
a vertical force that leads certain elements into the air. It’s a metaphor for the phantasy 
of the artist that sometimes causes her thoughts to fly away. In this sense there are 
costal ways that range into the unlimited sky, a roof that hovers above the actual house 
or a ship that is effortlessly lifted in the air by the water of the sea.  

12 paintings, 15 x 15 cm
Acrylic on cardboard, 2011

Mapped here:
Captain Crook’s House
The Ship’s Take Off
Stairway to Somewhere
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